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Theta Alpha Phi To Present 
Original One-Acts Dec. 7 
Scampers Press Agents 
Resign Position In 
Protest of Conditions 
MVP Football, Soccer A wards 
Go To Murphy and Cohen 
Theta Alpha Phi, the National Honorary· Dramatic Fraternity, will 
present its annual program of one-act plays on the Ithaca College 
Green Room stage on Friday and Saturday nights, December 7th and 
8th. Curtain time is 8: 15 P.M., admission price is fifty cents, and 
clean-sweep of the field in last<i•)---------------
year's contest by taking first and 
second prizes, and half of the 
third. Because of a commendable 
unity of style in Mr. Pommells' 
writing, it was felt that it might 
not be wise to produce more than 
one of his plays in an evening's 
program. An audience watching a 
tickets may be obtained from any 
member of Theta Alpha Phi. Tick-
Dr. Conrad Rawski 
Attended NASM. 
In Cleveland 
The Directors of Publicity, Ed 
Gimzek and E"ferett Slosman, have 
resigned from the Scampers '57 
staff in a protest moe. This pro-
test was alledgedly prompted by a 
series of incidents that grew out 
of interdepartmental friction with-
in the Scampers working organiza-
tion. 
In a statement to THE ITHA-
CAN, :'Irr. Gimzek and Mr. Slos-
man said, that the organization 
has come to a "virtual standstill''. 
they went on to say that "little or 
Dr. Craig McHenry 
Accepts Invitation 
To Join TAP 
ets wlll also be on sale outside the 
Dr. Conrad H. Rawski, Dean, 
School of Music, Ithaca College, 
attended the Thirty-Second Annual 
:-.reeting of the National Association 
of Schools of Music at the Statler no progress has been made, thus 
snack bar for about a week pre- far". 
Doctor Craig :\IcHenry of the 
:\rusic School has accepted an 
invitation to join Theta Alpha Phi, 
the National Honorary Dramatic 
Fraternity. Doctor ::\IcHenry, long 
noted for his many contributions 
to the life of Ithaca College, has 
been particularly commended by 
Theta Alpha Phi for his excellent 
musical direction of the annual 
musical comedy production in the 
College Theatre. His fine choral 
and orchestral handling contrib-
uted greatly to last year's produc-
tion of Brigadoon. 
ceding the performance dates. Hotel, Cleveland, Ohio on Friday 
This annual event Is a direct and Saturday, November 23 and 24. 
outgrowth of the annual Theta The National Association of 
Alpha Phi one-act playwriting Schools 9f ::\Iusic was founded in 
contest. Each year the Dramatic 1924 by a small group of schools 
Fraternity urges any and all mem- for the purpose of establishing ed-
bers of the student body to submit ucational objectives In music and 
original one-act play manuscripts has grown until It now includes 
for judgement. Three prizes are 225 of the leading uniiversities, 
awarded of twenty-five, fifteen and colleges and conservatories in the 
ten dollars, respectively, to the land. The Association has been 
three plays selected by the judges designated as the body responsible 
as having the greatest merit. The for educational music standards in 
judges are usually members of the this counrtry by the National Com-
English and Drama department mission on Accrediting. 
faculties. Last year we were for- The two-day session opened on 
tunate in having on the panel of Friday with the business reports, 
judges Dr. George McCalmon of followed by a presentation led by 
the ~Cornell University Drama. De- Howard Hanson, Director of the 
partment. The remaining judges Eastman School of Music, on ways 
in last year's contest were Dr. and means of improving efficiency 
Mary. Dexter Bates, Dr. E. William in teaching through audio-visual 
Terwilliger and Dr. John B. Har- aids, use of radio-TV, and tech-
court. niques for reaching the talented 
In the past, the annual presen- student. Regional group meetings 
tation of one-act plays by Theta and a discussion of the Doctorate 
Alpha Phi has always been de- in Music was scheduled for the 
signed to permit the authors of evening of the first day. 
the prize-wining plays to see their The education of music conduc-
works come to life on., the stage. tors was discussed on Saturday by 
It ls a truism of playwriting that two or three well-known conduc-
no author can ever feel that his tors who had been invited to 
play is complete until it has been speak, and a revision of musician-
produced. Regardless of what he ship requirements in the schools 
may feel about his manuscript, was considered under the direc-
his final judgement must be sus- tion of Dean Thomas Gorton of 
pended until he sees his characters the University of Kansas. 
In a direct statement, :\1r. Gim-
zek vehemently statecl, "Certain 
elements, within the executive or-
ganization, have repeatedly denied 
to the publicity department, such 
information necessary to the suc-
cessful operation of this depart-
ment. While the cry for adequate 
publicity has been echoed over and 
over again, I have been• unable to 
determine any significant news-
worthy accomplishments. I · refuse 
to delude the student body of 
Ithaca College!" 
:\fr. Slosman added his comments 
on the situation by saying, "We 
have resigned strictly in the in-
terests of the traditions of Scam-
pers. This worth while p\ogram 
has become mired in the mud of 
procrastination, stagnation, and 
'do-nothing!sm'." 
· Mr. Lappin, executive producer 
of Scampers '57, was unavailable at 
press time for comment. 
Ten new student members are 
also to be initiated in ceremonies 
scheduled for Sunday, December 
16th. They are: William Carrozo. 
::'lrary Cowan, Richard DeBenedic-
tus , Barbara Drexler, Patricia 
Frey, David Hatch. Howard In-
gram, Harriette :\rillstein Arnold 
Sherman and Barry Tutlte. 
Initiation ceremonies will be fol-
lowed at 6: 00 p.m. by a. banquet 
at the Clinton House. As a fitting 
accompaniment to Dr. l\!cHenry's 
initiation, Dean Conrad Rawski of 
the School of :\1usic will be present 
as guest speaker. 
DPZ and DK to Sponser 
Christmas Ball December 1S 
Ithaca College's sister-brother q,,__ _____________ _ 
organizations, Delta Phi Zeta and 
Delta Kappa have announced plans 
for the first Christmas Ball to 
be sponsored at the college. 
Prior to this announcement, the 
college has had no function to 
Ithacan Banquet 
Set For Saturday 
Ithacan staff members will be· 
Phi Epsilon Kappa sponsored its 
anual 1\1ost Valuable Player Poll 
for football and soccer last week. 
A great interest by the students 
resulted in heavy balloting. 
In soccer, two men dominated 
the vote getting, Sophomore half-
back Bob Hoyt, with his hustling, 
outstanding, defensive play, gave 
George :-.rurphy, high scoring cen-
ter forward, stern competition with 
l'lrurphy wining the honors. 
In football four men dominated 
the vote getting Sophomores Carlo 
Vieni, end; Perry Noun, Quarter-
back; and Ed Prettyman, fullback 
gave competition to senior Mel 
Cohen-finally winning the award. 
Doth George ::'l!urphy and ::\fel 
Cohen will have their names placed 
on a plaque displayed in the li-
brary, and each will receive a 
trophy given by Phi Epsilon Kap-
pa Fraterity. 
Lou Terwilliger and Ron Roch 
with the help of Phi Epsilon Kap-
pa pledges were committee repre-
sentatives who made possible this 
event. 
Randall Announces 
"She Stoops to Conquer" 
Tentative Cast Lisi 
Tentative cast for the forthcom-
ing comedy production "She Stoops 
to Conquer" has been announced 
by Charles Randall, director. 
:\lrs. Hardcastle, Lynn :\force; 
::'lliss Hardcastle, Roddie Dobris; 
::'lliss ::'lrcville, Beth Butcher; Maid, 
Ann Lee; :\Ir. Hardcastle, Dave 
C'laydon: Tony Humpllia, Mike 
Schwartz: First fellow, Joe Line-
han; Second Fellow, Tom Urban; 
Third 1-'ellow, Tony Buemi; Fourth 
Fellow, Allan Leach; Landlord, 
Dick Herr; ::'11arlow, Jim Russell; 
Hastings, Dick De Benedictis; Dii-
ion·. Dan Dovik: First Servant. 
Bob Thompson; Second Servant, 
living before him the situations he William K. Selden, Secretary of 
has created. A play is not a play the National Commission on 
until it is played, any more than Accrediting, together with repre-
muslc is music until it is heard. sentatives of the regional associa-
This year Theta Alpha Phi has tions presented a Saturday after-
feted with a banquet on Saturday. 
usher in the holiday spirit; plans December Sth at the Cayuga Inn. DaYe ::\Te:\'itt: Third Servant, .Tim 
for the ball were the outgrowth The annual affair serves both to :\1illcr; Extra Servants. Jack Zn-
of student requests for some ac.- reward the students for their vol- haria, Edwin Folts; .Jeremy, ::'11ike 
tivity before the start of the untary efforts with the paper and Halp<'ra: Sir Charles, Frank :1rur-modified its policy to a certain 
extent. It so happens that a talent-
(Continued on page 4) 
noon panel on the relationship of 
the Regional Associations, the Na-
tional Commission on Accrediting. 
and the National Association of 
Schools of !IIuslc. 
Christmas vacation. 11hy. to discuss Ithacan policy at the 
Scampers Progressing; 
Show to be Announced 
The Christmas Ball wil! be held dinner. 
the evening of Saturday, December :'Irr. John Gill, faculty advisor 
15th at the V.F.W. from 10: 00 to to the paper, ~:1·11 be pi·e•. ent The delegates were guests of the " ·' 1: 00 with 1: 45 permissions. E.ntcrt:11·nment unrle1· tl1e co-ord-
Clevclan.d Orchestra on Thursday -Tickets will be available shortly ination of Ev Slosman and dancing 
Warren Benson's 
Compositions Performed 
Th 
1
. I and Saturday evenings. from Delta Phi Zeta and Delta 
e pre 1m nary work on the Educators who arc associated Kappa members and will culminate the evening at the \Varren Bl'nson's choral work 
master script for Scampers '57 has at sales Inn. S0::'11E:THIN'G OP THE SEA, was 
with non-member schools were stands in the Snack Bar d h begun. A core of experinced writ- cordially invited to attend all the Annex lobby. an t e Dinner mu:sic will be provided selcct!'d for performance on the 
ers are working on the outline general sessions as guests. at the piano by ::'11ary Dalrymplr>. first concert of this season spon-
glven to them by the executive In order to insure the comfort ____ sor<'d by the J\"ational Association 
Officers of the NAS::'II are: Pres- d · f staff. an enioyment o those attending Phi· Delta p,· of American romposcrs and C'on-
The original theme, "Politics", ident, William E. Doty, University the Christmas Bull, a limited num- ducton,. The roncert took place in 
has been changed to a. lampoon on of Texas. AuStin; Vice-President, her of tickets will be sold; the Plans Card Party Town Hall. New York City, on Sat., 
Roy Underwood, Michigan State sponsors therefore suggest that the Television industry .. At the Phi Delta Pi is holding its sec- l\ov. 17th and was broadcast by 
University, Lansing; Burnet C. tickets be bought as soon in d present time, nine members of the a • ond annual card party for the WYN<: and ·wNYf'-F:\1. The work 
Tuthill, Memphis College of Music, vance as possible. writers staff are preparing the faculty and administration mem- was performed in Ithaca on l~eb. 
Memphis; Treasurer, Frank B. 
final scripts, This writing com- .Jordan, Drake University, Des hers on December 3. It will be 12, 1956 by the Itliaca College 
mlttee Is composed of: Alee Eng- !\folnes. Student Directories helrl at 11 Osmun Place, beginning f'horus directed by Bertram Gable. 
lander, Harriet Ebbetts, Arnold _____ Still Available at 8:00. ::'11embers of Phi Delt have Benson's ELAGIC' OVERTURE 
Sherman, Howard Ingram, Frank Delta Kappa has announced that started selling tickets and will was performed ' .. the Ithaca C'ol-
X. Hurley, Dick Herr, Clitf Marsh, Infirmary Extends Thanks the student directories nre still continue. to do . so fo~lo':lng 
I 
Jege Orchestra. . rraig :\fcHimry 
Pat Andrews and Ed Kechejfan. available. They can be picked up Thanksgiving \'acat1on. Tins 1s a d t t/ s·i A. • 
Plans call for the announcement · The Infirmary staff express In the Annex. They are also avalla- good 0 pport~nity for the facultv con uc or at 
I 
ver • mversary 
of the show outline and the audi- their· thanks to Miss Margaret ble to students who have not pre- to meet others in the various de·-! Convention of ,e New York State 
tlos before the Christmas vaca- Gourley, La 67, for her contrlbu- viously purchased them, at fifty partments. We hope to see many School Music· 1\ssociatlon in Syra-
tlon. tlon of a G. E. Automatic Toaster. cents each. of you there. . cuse on Nov. 30. 
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EDITOR-IN-CHIEF ............................•...........•. Davo Clapper 
THE ITHACAN 
by Pauline Kelly 
Question: Do yon feet' tbnt the I.C. 
Llbmry ls open late . enough at 
nlghU 
llernle Rntherberg, Vice Pres. of 
Freshman Class, Radio-T.V., '60 
I think the 11-
MANAGING EDITOR ........................................ Cindy Banfield brary is open 
GENERAL MANAGER ...................................•..•.. Al Berkowitz late enough be-
NEWS EDITOR ................................ · .............. llort Gartner cause the Frosh 
FEATURE EDITOR ...............................•..••...•...•• Betty Rupp girls have 9:45 
SPORTS EDITOR ...........................•.•.........•.. :Ray McFarlano curfew and I 
ADVERTISING MANAGERS ..................... Bunni C&apor, Herb Burleson think they need ·45• minutes after 
RE-WRITE EDITOR ............................................ Beth Ca.tsi!t the close of the library. 
RADIO EDITORS ................................... Ed Gimzok, Ev Slosman Carlo Yelni, Bus., '59 
MAKE-UP EDITOR .......................................... Tony Buttino I believe that 
CIRCULATION EDITOR ........................................ Al La.nlces 
PHOTOGRAPHER ............................................ John Lowery 
FACULTY ADVISOR ................•........................ Mr. John Gill 
STAFFS 
FEATURE: ............ Carlos Pommells, Wilma. Bodle, Ba.rry Terry, Ed Gimzek, 
Ev. Slosmnn, Rnlph MacDonald, Peter Smith. Jim Captain 
not only the li-
brary hours 
should be ex-
tended, but the 
' same should ap-
curfew. 
REWRITE: .................................................... Joy Mackle 
MAKE-UP: ..•................... _ ................. _ ....•..... susa.n La.ngo :lforyan Crowley, Phy Ed., '60 
I think that the 
Published bi-monthly !or tho students and faculty of Ithaca College. 
Oontdbntlons and suggestions aro invited but will not bo printed unless signed. 
Signatures Will be withheld upon request. 
Views erpressed by columnists within their stgne4 columns do not necessarily re-
flect editorial pollcy or opinion. 
Subscription Rates $2.50 per School Year 
Advertising Rates on request 
"\JHO'S DE.AL?" 
g~ '57? 
As an Official Student Publication, 1t 1s the responsibility of 
this newspaper to inform the student body that Scampers '57 is 
tottering on the brink of destruction. 
Politics to TV takeoffs to who knows where ... and we find 
we're lost in the middle of a dead sea. It has been generally con-
ceded that Scampers '56 dipped to the all time low in, the history 
of that sometimes adequ_ate series of shows. Scampers of '57 is 
destined for an even rockier course. 
The story is an old one . . . too many captains and not 
enough sailors. Perhaps mo~e regretable is the fact that this year 
we have very much the same homogenious conglomeration of ego-
centric personus glorium .. As of this moment there exists no show. 
Contrary to what you may hear there exists no definite plans 
for a Scampers show. As the political clique comprising the execu-
tive staff walk and talk in circles they are spiraling into the great-
.est program of mass confusion ever devised. 
It is not without due cause and reason that we recommend 
:a new man at the helm to set Scampers back on course. The elimina-
tion of five or six first mates making way for some of the younger, 
more progressive talent of this school is also highly recommend~d. 
The Scampers executive staff is rapidly assuming the full oper-
ational procedures of a Chicago Convention! 
It has been uttered by a person of high authority on this 
executive staff that "it will be either a good show or no show." 
It is hereby suggested that all concerned find the biggest and 
blackest pencil availalbe and thoroughly delete the dates February 
19 through 23 from their school calendar. Save your money for 
that long awaited and long overdue house cleaning. 
library is open 
late enough at 
night, seeing 
that Frosh girls 
have to be in at 
9:45. 
Bill Mcinerney, Bus. '59 
I feel that the 
hours of opera-
tion involved are 
, , , , ' subject material !, sufficient but the , ---~" , available should 
be· expanded. It has come to my 
attention that the fine field of dix-
ieland music has been neglected 
and such publications as Playboy, 
Stng, nllll Nugget seem to be un-
available. 
Jean Gobhardt, English, '59 
This ts not only 
my opinion but 
the opinion or my 
friends. We reel 
that the library 1• , ,-
should certainly i , ' 
remain open longer during exam 
week. 
Shirley Jamison, Music, '58 
No, most music 
students must 
spend a lot of 
their time prac-
ticing before 
9:30 p.m.. (quiet 
hours) and when they are ready 
to go to the library it is closed. 
Maybe an hour extended on the 
library time (until 10) would be 
sufficient. 
Sharon Fultz, Speech, '59 
Yes, however 
I would like to 
see it stay open 
for the lunch and 
dinner hours. It 
would be nice to 
think that classes leaving gifts to 
our school might remember that 
our library needs their help. 
Students Perform 
For Willard Patients 
The first in a series of variety 
programs journeyed to Willard 
State Hospital, Nov. 16 for a pro-
gram for the'patlents. The Variety 
Show was under the direction of 
Ev Slosman, and was stage man-
aged by Helen Wagner. 
Others In the cast included, 
Connie Konniensburg, Dick Orfino, 
Bunni Labatkin, Shea Reiner, Bill 
Buckley, Mike Blodgett, Ron Mc-
Kinney, Marty Edelfson, Dusty 
Sharak, and Laurie Menkler. · 
Another show is scheduled for 
the middle part of December. 
November 29, 1956 
Dear Editor: 
This is a copy_ of our letter of 
resignation as Directors of Pub-
licity for Scampers '57. We feel it 
is of interest to the student body. 
"Due to the relative inefficiency 
of various operations connected 
with the production of Scampers 
1957; the lack of co-ordination be-
tween the executive staff and our 
department; and the lack of co-
operation and understanding ten-
dered this department by the 
executive staff; we are obliged to 
resign our mutual positions as Di-
rectors of Publicity for Scampers 
'57. 
"\Ve feel we are in no way res-
ponsible for the failure of the gov-
erning body to allocate sufficient 
information for public dsssemina-
tion, nor are we in any way res-
ponsible for the failure of the ex-
ecutive committee to make ample 
information and subject material 
available to this department. 
"It is with deep regret that the 
existing conditions necessitate this 
action, but we feel that the pres-
ent situation is a definite detri-
ment to a successful production of 
the type represented by Scampers. 
Therefore, we dissolve all work-
ing relationships and responsibi!-
fties in connection with the exist-
ing situation and all situations 
that may arise from these existing 
conditions." 
We have submitted the above 
letter to THE ITHACAN, to firmly 
establish and clarify our positions 
in the eyes of the student body. 
Sincerely 
Eciwin Gimzek 
Everett Slosman 
Dear Editor, 
Tuesday evening, November 13, 
we climaxed Rligious Emphasis 
Days with a broadcast of our final 
session over W1TJ-FM. 
Beginning at 3 p.m. the day be-
fore, over 400 students, faculty, 
and administrators met to hear 
leading clergymen give talks on 
our theme: "Your Faith And 
Mine.'' 
As I have repeatedly stated, this 
was a joint faculty-student under-
taking. Of course, when something 
like this ls planned, it ls the stu-
dents who do most of the work. 
Since this is the first time a 
religious event had been planned, 
I was not disheartened by the few 
students who did show up But 
the lack of attendance on the part 
of the faculty was even more ap-
palling. 
It is no wonder that some com-
plain of the lack of spirit at Ithaca 
College-for they have received no 
good example from the members of 
our faculty. 
I do now publicly thank Deans 
Clarke and Taylor and Dr. Har-
court for their attendance at nll or 
the sessions. 
I want to pay tribute to the 
Student Council, Newman Club, 
Canterbury Club, and Hlllet Foun-
dation, whose co-sponsorship made 
this program possible. 
Special thanks must go to Dr. 
John Harcourt Virginia Havrilka 
and Kurt Bogart, who always did 
more than their share and were 
willing to do so much more. 
My special thanks also go to the 
various student religious represen-
tatives who made my job as, mas-
ter-of-ceremonies so much lighter: 
Tony Buttino, Dave Bishop, Ron 
Platt and Dave Sass. 
Our hard-working committee 
members were: Bob Petters, Dick 
Del Russo, Lois Carroll, Frances 
Ridley, Deborah Gubin, Elaine 
Thursday, December 6, 1956 
Diamond. Bernie ;Ruttenberg, John 
Lowrey, Dave Miller, Betty Rupp, 
Shea Riner, Joanna Barnard, and 
Paulyn Cox 
We also had much needed help 
from those not members of the 
Inter-Religious Conference and 
these were: Phil Stanlon, John 
Wilcox, Leon Petts, Luigi Sacchi, 
Pete Bush, and John Blodget. 
I want to pay tribute to those 
from Radio Station WITJ who en-
abled us to close our program in 
a befitting manner: Chet Kukie-
wlcz, Ev Slosman, and Ed Gimezk. 
IDEO helped supply the ushers 
and these consisted of pledges 
from Delta Kappa and Pi Theta 
Phi plus Larry Sands, John Wil-
cox, and Virginia Havrilka 
Most accommodating were the 
two gentlemen who so capably 
manipulated the theatre and stage 
for us-Barry Tuttle and Dave 
Hatch. 
I do hope that someday some 
members of the Drama Department 
wlll come to the -realization that 
the Little Theatre is not the sole 
property of their department, but 
something that belongs to us all. 
Permission should be given graci-
ously-not grudgingly. I thank 
those who allowed us to use our 
theatre. 
Mr. Mayer, the Assistant Treas-
urer, and Mr. David Cowan, the 
Sup!Jrintendent of Building and 
Grounds, desei:ve thanks for their 
kind assistance. 
And, of course, I cannot forget 
our talent of the Monday evening 
session-Sophia Stambach and 
Mary Dalrymple. Thank you both 
so very much. 
Thank you, too. Mr. Editor, for 
your excellent coverage of this 
event and allow me to use your 
facilities to thank Vice-President 
Dlllingham and 'Deans Clarke and 
Taylor, for sending you letters for 
publication. 
And I thank President Job who 
welcomed the clergymen. 
Lastly, I want to thank all of 
the sixteen clergymen who par-
ticipated-for without them-our 
efforts would have been in vain. 
Sincerely, 
Carl R. Pirko 
Director 
Inter-Religious Conference 
Ithaca Varieties At 
High School Friday 
The Ithaca Varieties will par-
ticipate in a program at Ithaca 
High School, Friday, December 7. 
The Varieties is a group of Ithaca 
College Students under the direc-
tion of Helen Wagner and Ev STos-
man. This group participates in 
local and regional charity and 
social programs. 
The performance Friday night 
will be the second in a series of 
shows, involving the group. 
SAi News 
Pledging is · well under way 
up here at 610 East Seneca 
pledges are Rae Smith Orelle Hud-
son, Sylvia Hunt, Joyce cu'rran, 
Sue Tasca, and Honey Shapiro. 
Hell Night is set for Friday, De-
cember 7th and formal Initiation 
Saturday, December 8th at 2:00 
p.m. The Annual Patronesses' 
Party is scheduled for Tuesday, 
December 11th. Each year Delta 
Phi Zeta Patronesses sponsor a 
Christmas Party for the active sor-
ority members. A closed com-
bination on Christmas-Pledge Buf-
fet Supper will be held at the sor-
ority house on Wednesday evening, 
December 19. 
Tnursday, o·ecember 6, 1956 
Ithacan Puzzels 
ACROSS: 
1. Opera hat. 
6. To ridicule lightly. 
12. Snake 
15. To seize power by force 
16. Hard coal 
18. Perfume made from bowers 
19. Sun god of Babylonia (var.) 
20. Therefore (Latin) 
21. Registered nurse (abbr.) 
22. Type of rope used on ship's 
masts 
24. What a ghost says 
25. Part of speech 
27. Form of "to be" 
28. Not any 
30. Railroad (abbr.) 
31. Arrived 
32. 100 
33. Variegated chalcedony 
34. Me 
35. Indian weight 
36. Firm 
39. High school (abbr.) 
40. Arrangement 
42. Dysprosium· (chem. symbol) 
43. :Remember the ----
45. Form of Italian verb aspettar, 
to wait 
47. Flexibility 
50. Headdress 
52. Civil Service (abbr.) 
53. Territorial Force (abbr.) 
55. Postscript 
57. Mineral substances 
58. Mountains (abbr.) 
59. Salted and smoked pig meat 
61. Flat surface 
63. River in Northern Italy 
6,!. Swing to and fro 
65. 
67. Scrap of a bridle 
68. Compass point 
69. Small Invertebrates 
71. Masculine nickname 
72. Combining form meaning 
"unpleasant" 
74. United Nations (abbr.) 
75. Fresh water fish 
76. Sending as a representative 
79. Wear away 
80. Greek letter 
Cryptograms 
81. Burden (L.'ttin) (var.) 
82. Lassooer 
Down: 
1. Latin-American Dance 
2. Babylonian goddess 
3. :\fountain with steep sides 
4. Russian mountain range 
5. An issue of water 
6. Famous Arctic explorer 
7. Prefix deno'ting "upward 
8. Niton (chem. symbol) 
9. Contemplations 
10. Mistake 
11. Tatter 
12. Three-toed sloth of S. America 
• 13. Pluck a stringed instrument 
14. Writers (colloq.) 
17. Formation of ideas 
23. Builder of an ark 
26. Paddle 
28. No good (abbr.) 
29. Errors expected (abbr.) 
33. Permitted entrance 
35. Hard fat 
37. Swiss mountains 
38. Adjectlvlal suffix 
40. South America (!nit.) 
41. Township (abbr.) 
42. Bet 
44. Blockheads 
46. Thick, oily substance 
48. Antiseptic liquid made by the 
distiilation of beechwood tar 
49. You (ancient) 
51. Helper 
52. Guessing game 
55. Foundlings 
56. To scrutinize 
58. Of me (Latin) 
59. College degree 
60. Edible shellfish 
62. Rent again 
63. Type of nut 
65. To dig out 
66. Piano piece written especially 
for study purposes 
70. Suffix (Spanish) 
73. Past 
74. Prefix denoting "one" 
77. Musical syllable 
78. Assimilated form of ''in-" 
Below are two crytograms: To aid in deciphering these a key 
letter is given. Both quotations are from famous literary works. 
Good luck. 
Kx wsy lmtc ucmoi, aocamoc us ilcv ulcr dsr. 
Rkggkmf Ilhmciacmoc 
Key letter: M stands for A 
Dqrvr eoujdgf 
Q dqvvqmf xmdgf 
J m hsmhgjmo qmu jm hgquhi 
Gqu lhskmorou vhmd 
H jmd jmd q hhmd 
J m hoqktg ha Ovubkqub. 
Oudqk Ovvom Cho 
The Key Letter: J stands for I 
The solutions to these puzzles will be printed in the next iBBue. 
THE ITHACAN 
Civil Service 
Announes Tests 
The U. S. Civil Service Commis-
sion has announced that applica-
tions are still being accepted for 
accountant and auditor positions 
with starting salaries of $3,670 
a year in various Federal agencies 
in Washington, D. C., and through-
out the United States. 
To qualify, applicants must have 
had appropriate education or ex-
perience or possess a CPA certifi-
cate. Those who qualify on the 
basis of experience only will be 
required to pass an accounting test 
to demonstrate satisfactory know!~ 
edge of accounting principles. 
The United States Civil Service 
Commission also announces that 
applications are being accepted for 
Engineer and Physical Science po-
sitions for duty in activities of 
the Potomac River Naval Command 
in and near Washington, D. C., and 
in the Engineer Center, U .S. Army 
Fort Ilelvoir, Virginia. The begin-
ning salries range from $4,480 to 
$11,610 a year. 
To qualify for the lower grade 
positions, applicants must have 
had appropriate education or ex-
perience or a combination of both. 
Additional profesional experience 
is required for the higher grades. 
Further information and applica-
tion forms may be obtained at 
many post offices throughout the 
country, or from the U. S. Civil 
Service C'ommission, Washington, 
25. D. C. Applications must be filed 
with the Executive Secretary. 
Board of U. S. Civil Service Exam-
iners for Scientific and Technical 
Personnel, Potomac River Naval 
Command, Building 72, Naval Re-
search Laboratory, Washington 25. 
D. C. They will be accepted unltil 
further notice. 
Muuca"', g~ 
by a Smith no.med Pete 
Few students are aware of the 
many wonderful. advantages that 
arise for the enjoyment of fine 
music at Ithaca College. Types of 
music appreciation will vary with 
each person, but generally speak-
ing, the music department has 
designed programs to suit the taste 
of every student. The presentations 
here afford two purposes first, the 
performers gain experience and 
recognition by playing to a public 
audience; secondly, the students 
broaden their musical experiences 
and gain an opportunity to clearly 
discriminate the various catagories 
of music. 
To begin with, a student recital 
will be held on December 5 at 
8: 15 p.m. This is a second of four 
scheduled recitals for the '56-'57 
term. On Sunday, December 9th, 
at 8: 15 p.m. Mr. Beeler will con-
duct the Ithaca College Concert 
Band. For those who prefer vocal 
music, :i\Ir. Wells will direct a vo-
cal ensemble featuring Bach's 
"Magnificat'\ which will be held 
on Wednesday, December 12 at 
8: 15 p.m. Mr. Bube will dire~t the 
Ithaca College Choir in a concert 
that will be giv~n on "Wednesday, 
December 19, at 8: 15 p.m. All of 
the above wiII be held in the Col-
lege Theatre. Aside from these 
presentations held by the major 
musical organizations, Phi Mu Al-
pha regularly gives recitals "on 
Sunday evenings at 8: 15 p.m. at 
177 DeWitt Place. All are cordially 
invited. 
But all students are warmly In-
vited to attend these functions, not 
only for themselves, but in the In-
terest and appreciation of very 
fine music. 
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by Ralph McDonald 
THE SUEZ cmsrs 
Kear dawn, we were almost walking- home from a fall weekend 
fracas when we heard a bit of a clamor. Rounding the corner, we saw 
strange movements in the distance by Cascadilla Creek, and as we 
came upon the zagging artery, we saw groups of Ithaca College stu-
dents madly scurrying about the area. Some were stacking empty 
beer cans behind trees and stumps, others were building barricades 
with sand-filled liquor cases on each side of Cascadilia Avenue. A 
drama student was distributing garbage pail covers to serve as shields 
lo a line of spe~ch and drama majors. Phy. Eds., forty odd, were 
gathered around a professor, planning strategy and doing calisthenics 
simultaneously. Business, History, and English majors were gather-
ing more empty beer cans and seeking fortified places to hide near the 
bridge of Cascadilia. :llusic students were assembling a drum and 
bugle corps, and radio majors were giving everyone directions ... We 
figured something must be up. Supposing that there might be physical 
violence, we prudently withdrew to a comfortable vantage point on the 
roof of Gus's Sandwich Shop ... Below, we heard a loud commoti6n 
and saw two phy. eds. dragging a weeping student before the professor 
who appeared to be serving as a general for the I.C. army. The captive 
was wearing a filthy Cornell blazer; he was trembling with fear and 
had two rather sizable Ium11s on his forehead. One of the phy. eds. 
saluted the professor and spoke. "We caught him spying on us from 
the Tioga Street bridge, sir. It was difficult extracting information 
from him, but after lapping him a few times on the brow with a Sea-
grams bottle, he revealed that the Dig Reds are gathering in the gorge 
above and plan to attack in five minutes." To which the professor 
answered: "Bind the prisoner to yond Q. Palustris and give orders for 
all to man their battle stations." For a few moments all was silent 
then it happened. An easy hundred Cornellians swarmed and stormed 
down the edge of the creek screaming battle cries and wildly pitching 
bottles and cans. An I. C. drama major shieked, "War is hell!", and 
the fight was on ... Two hours of fanatic and bloody battle caused 
many injuries. The professor general, himself, was wounded with a· 
Vermouth bottle. Victory, however, appeared inevitable for the Ithacans 
after they had crippled Cornell's secret weapon ... A group of enemy 
engineering students had designed and built a fast moving war barge. 
It was large enough to transport at least forty armed Reds into the 
heart of our defense, the Cayuga Street span of the bridge system. As 
the Cornell destroyer approached, however, a valiant music major 
picked up his bass durm and ran fearlessly through enemy lines up 
to the captured Tioga bridge. Although seriously wounded, he waited 
until the destroyer was almost beneath him, and he dropped his valued 
drum off the bridge. As luck would have it, the war barge sailed di-
rectly over the drum and the instrument damaged the rudder causing 
the vessel to crash against the left walJ of the creek and sink. Indeed, 
it sank so deeply that only the tip of barge's flagpole broke the water's 
surface ... Completely weakened, the Reds retreated to the gorge and 
after checking their casualty list sent a group of envoys to the I. C. 
camp to offer surrender. The sun was rising, and the drum and bugle 
corps was playing the Alma :\later as the professor general accepted 
unconditional surrender. The general then suggested bed, for he was 
tired and wanted two hour's sleep before his eight o'clock ... "\';"hen 
the police finally arrived, they saw empty cans, broken bottles, and 
a lonely cat slinking down the blood-soaked avenue. They overlooked 
the spy who had fainted and was still bound to the oak. After giving 
their familiar shoulder shrug, the protectors of the "beautiful city" 
leaped into the patrol car and raced back to the poker game at College 
Town. 
S:\IOKING IS A PLEASURE 
The back cover of Life magazine (Nov. 26th) sports a picture 
of :\!aurice Holtz, former I. C'. student, trying to pick up a beautiful 
blonde babe via ,vinston cigarettes. 
POETICS 
My hand was there upon her head 
and through her hair did linger. 
And as my lips were pressed to hers. 
a cootie bit my finger. 
Phi Delta Pi News 
Phi Delta Pi has as its pledges 
Betty Lou Wilson and Carol 
Toyryla. Bety Lou is a senior 
Physical Education student and 
will be pledging and practice 
teaching simultaneously. Carol is 
a sophomore Physical Education 
student from Spencer, N. 1· 
Mr. Carmen 
Your Hair Stylist 
Important Meeting 
For All 
Ithacan Editors. 
7:30 Tonight 
In The Office 
Ithaca 2-2411 
Rothschild's Beauty Salon 
Styling Center of Ithaca 
Custom Hair Cuts - Creative Hair Styling 
Long Lasting Permanent Waves 
State & Tioga Sts. Ithaca, N. Y. 
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by Barry Terry 
Angel 35368-1 12" LP Elvis, there is this charming disc 
Haydn-Sym11hony No. 9-l In G, of musical and dramatic highlights 
"Sun1rlse'' from the beloved £>1Gl\1 film. If 
Hand Scl1ml11t-lsserstedt conducts you liked the film and if you like 
The NWHU Orchestra Judy Garland, I recommend this 
J[ozart-l~ine Kleine Nachtnmslk good for a soundtrack recording; 
(serenade No. 13) the sound is occasionaly thin but 
Capitol P-18012-1 12" LP definitely acceptable. A good buy! 
A really outsantling coupling of I·'ricdrich Gul!Ja At Illrdland 
these two oft-!Jerformed works. Jlrletlrlch Guida, 11lnnlst with 
S-1 is one of Europe's finest con- other Instrumentalists 
doctors, and if you are unfamiliar RCA LP:\f-1355-1 12" LP 
with his work, this is a good in- Friedrich Guida has made a big 
troudction to some fine orchestral name for himself as a classical 
playing and conducting. The re- pianist; his records for London 
cording is rich and resonant; the l~FRR have met with considerable 
performances rank in each case 
among the toll three. A definite 
recommendation. 
success. Now he turns up with a 
record of modern jazz recorded at 
birdland with some outstanding 
jazz instrumentalists behind him, Gershwln-UJU111so1ly in Blue 
Three l'relutlcs for Piano solo and the result is a very fine ex-
Plano ('oncerto Jn 1~ am!lle of this style of jazz. 
Jlorton Goultl, plani~t. uml Though most of the solos feature 
conducting his orchestra Guida as part of the group, he 
RCA L!VI-2017-1 12" LP has one good solo, "A l'<ight in 
Gould does a good job as pianist Tunisia," where he really takes 
and conductor in these works; he off. Of the seven numbers he 
plays, five are of his own composi-
seems completely at ease even in 
the more difficult parts of the Con-
certo. The Rhapsody is perhaps 
the best of the recorded versions 
of this work; the Concerto is high 
also. The Preludes are enjoyable 
fillers. Powerful sound. 
tion. This boy really has talent! 
"JIY GUEI!('E" Popular Jlnslc of 
Greece 
JJaya Jlelayn, Duo Stamhonl etc. 
Capitol T-10023 
Twelve interesting cafe-style 
ballads sung by native Greek popu-
llach-Organ Music Iar singers. Some of the numbers 
THE ITHACAN 
TAP One-Acts 
(Continued from page 1) 
ed young man by the name of 
Carlos Pommells made a near 
presentation of three plays· is 
reasonably entitled to a greater 
variety of material than is usually 
found in the work of of a single 
author, and thus only one of his 
plays will appear on the bill. 
The play which won the other 
half of the third prize constitutes 
the second portion of the bill. This 
is the work of Richard DeBene-
dictus, a man of many talents, as 
anyone who saw "Scampers" last 
year will recall. 
· To fill the remaining portion of 
the bill of fare, Theta Alpha Phi 
has selected ":\fasks and Faces", a 
surrealistic farce by Josefa Zotter 
Selden of Pitsford, New York. Mrs. 
Selden has never attended Ithaca 
College, but her manuscript, sub-
mitted to !\Ir. Randall for an opin-
ion, proved to be of such interest 
that it was highly recommended 
for production. 
The plays are, as usual, to be 
directed by members of Theta 
Alpha Phi. "The Runaways", by 
Carlos Pommells, will be directed 
by William Elliott and stage mana-
ger by David Hatch. The cast 
includes David Claydon, David 
Goldman, Patrick Smith, George 
Alex, and :\lichael Halpern. 
"Everything's Going to be All 
Right'', DeBenedictus' play, is 
under the direction of Roddie 
Ellen Dobris, and stage managed Edouard Commet.te, organist aren't bad at all, but I wished I 
knew what the performers were By Patricia Frey 
singing about. I was particularly In the cast are 
impressed with the singing of William Carrozo, 
Edouard Comroette, who has 
been in and out of the recording 
circles for over thirty years, has 
made his first LP appearance as a 
soloist with this powerful organ 
disc. The performance of the 
Barbara Zahrt, 
Barbara Boll-
l\Iaya Melaya, who has a very horst, Joseph Linehan, Ed Kecha-
charming style-half torchy, half jian. Carolyn Stilson, Hal Fletch-
comic. Recording good but a little er and David McNitt. ":\Iasks and 
"Toccata and Fugue in D Minor" 
played here is the most thrilling I 
have yet heard. The sonics here 
thin. Faces" is being directed by Wil-
"SOYIET AR~IY CHORUS" liam Alexander, stage managed by 
'.l'he Sol'iet .\rmy Chorus aml Dami Dave Hatch, and performed by 
Angel 35411 Richard DeBenedictus, Sharon 
A group of thirteen stirring folk Fultz, Gayle Coffin, Jerry Bearce, 
~ongs is presented here by a re- Lawrence Roy; Frank Murley, 
soundingly powerful group of Beth Butcher. Carol Konigsberg 
are outstanding; the performances 
of the 9 works on the record are 
of equal quality. 
"ELTIS" 
· · d b a g od and Warren Hino. General Staff Elvis Presley smgers accompame y , o 
RCA L:\r-1281-1 12" LP 
band. Three of the songs are sung for the entire program is headed 
RCA has done it again. Due to in English; the baritpne soloist 
is the best of the solo singers. The 
the phenomenal success of "The 
Pehis'" first album, they have 
brought out another set which will 
undo,ubtably mak~ the number one 
position on the best-seller list, 
but I can't see how. The songs 
that Elvis sings are of two vari-
eties: rock-and-roll ballads that 
recording, made in England, is 
potent. A definite recommendation 
is you go for this type of music. 
ON LONDON IlRIDGE 
BELLS AUE RINGING 
,lo St11fi'or1l 
Columbia 4-40782 
Already high on the hit list, this 
were done before and better by two-sided success is one of the 
other pop singers, and senti-
most outstanding popular singles 
mental, slushy weepers guaran-
teed to leave even the most en-
thusiastic Elvis fan a complete 
wreck. There are some good tunes 
among the twelve presented here, 
but the way they are performed is 
disgraceful (e. g. Long Tall Sally, 
Rip It Up, etc.). Wethei: or not 
anybody buys this disc is of no Im-
portance to me; I just fee 1 sorry 
of the phonograph that must re-
produce the excuruiating sounds 
that are on the record. 
on the market today, Stafford gives 
one of her best vocal performances 
in a long time. Though "On London 
Bridge". is definitely the big side, 
the flip deserves mention. Staf-
ford's version is head-and-shoul-
ders over Jeri Southern's verson 
(Decca 9-30114), which is lethar-
gic. 
FUOU FROU 
TIIE HIPS 
Franlc Ponrcel orohestm 
C'apitol F3579 
''THE ,nzARD OF OZ'' Side one is a gay, lively waltz 
Judy Garland and other mem- from the film of the same name. 
bers of the original film cast The flip is an unusual bluesy 
:\!GM E-3464-1 12" LP thing from the album "La Femme". 
At the opposite end of the pop Nice for mood music but not a 
scale from the above-mentioned commercial vehicle. 
COLUMBIA RECORDS 
original cast album 
11Ll'L ABNER" 
Cl-934 $3.98 
LENT'S 
21 O N. Tioga St. Phone 22130 
by Gerald Bearce, Chairman, and 
includes David Hatch. production 
stage manager, Barry Tuttle. elec-
trician, Bruce Follmer, box office, 
and Jonathan Farwell publicity. 
Cornering The Beast 
By Everett Slosman 
There is an old saying in the 
annuals of journalism that when 
dog man bites man, it is not news, 
but if man bites dog, then you bet-
ter have your photographer on the 
scene. Here at Ithaca College sev-
eral interested persons have been 
wondering why the Ithacan Photo-
grapher has been following 120 lbs. 
of pure unadulterated Great Dane 
arO\md. His comment was: ''I'm 
looking for a story". 
Taking my cue from the local 
version of "Flashgun Casey", this 
reporter sallied forward, armed to 
the teeth with pad, pencil, and a 
six pound steak, just in case. After 
many days of hard and exhausting 
labor, I tracked the Beast to his 
lair. 
This is the story I got from his 
owner, Mark Brlnihaupt, The dog 
is not ferocious, he is only a baby 
in diapers . . . 3 ½ years·. old . . . 
his sire was Tyras v Ralmar and 
his dam was Champion Margo of 
Glynhurst. Being assured that the 
proper proportion of "blueblood" 
ran in his veins, I ventured to in-
quire: "What's his name?" 
"Hi Jinks of Glyhhurst", was the 
prompt reply. I was also informet! 
by Mr. Brinthaupt that the former 
abode of Hi Jinks was a Cornell 
· (Continued on page 7) 
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MANY TIMES as your eyes wander- aimlessly through the pages 
of this newspaper, the somewhat unique title and hell.ding of this col-
umn might, perchance, catch your eyes · for a moment. If this be 
one of your weaknesses, you undoubtedly are well aware of the fact 
that you are liable to find just about anything inscribed on this page. 
Last week you found nothing, to be sure, but let us not delve into that 
gruesome aspect of our existance now. This time we are here .. Wel-
come back to 1''ee1lbnck. 
PATTING OURSELVES ON THE BACK DEPARTMENT. It may be 
noted, if you are careful, that we do not usually go in for this sort of 
thing. Yet, in all fairness, we cannot ignore a splendid job by many 
fine people who had only the satisfaction of a job well done as a 
reward. To the entire crew who worked so effectively on WITJ's :\!A-
JORITY REPORT election coverage, we present a stuffed ballot box 
full of congrats. Gentlemen, fear no more. The administration grants 
you all a four year vacation. We trust that this statement will not 
be misconstrued by well intentioned freshmen. 
HAPPY DAYS ARE HERE AGAIN. Heigh Ho, Heigh Ho, it's ofi' 
to work we go-yes, things are looking up. This is the story of two 
tired eyeballs. Day after day, they were greeted by gloomy green. i\nd 
then su_ddenly, one fine day, they were greeted :with pleasantly con-
trasting shades or blue and gray. Lo, and behold-it is the dawn of a 
new day in studio 'A'. We sincerely hope that the word spreads-
along with more lovely and pleasantly contrasting tones of blue and 
gray, or pink and red, or something. Let the color spread throughout 
cur temporarily permanent building. To you and yours, many fine 
strokes. 
OFFICIAL SUBTLE HINT DEPART:\iENT. Now that the walls 
are sparkling and bright inside (or at least in the process), the outside 
looks good only at night ... and even then blackouts are highly rec-
ommended ... alon~ with a spat of battleship gray here and there (if 
the administration can spare a pint or so). 
SNEAKY PREVIEWS. Like most sinful humans, we enjoy kicki•fg 
about scuttlebut (the difference being we readily admit it). Now rumor 
has it that a certain production team, who are known to be active at 
various times during the night at 101 West Court Street, keep mumbling 
something about ACROSS THE NATION. Maybe they're leaving. Who 
knows? 
!\!ORE HUSH HUSH. Unconfirmed reports relate to us that a well 
established local radio station has secured permission from the prop-
erly authorized governmental agency to operate at half power. Please 
understand that this is merely speculation, but \VICR may soon fac~ 
some nighttime competition. So goes Ithaca. 
SOLDER BURNS: Or where the duece does this line go to. The 
technical staff of WlTJ-WICR, which until someone grabbed the bull 
by the horns, did not exist, has completely given the electronics appar-
atus a thorough lesson in Ohms Law. Now, everything is wired in. 
Whether or not, it works is another matter, as certain unnamed ele-
ments have liberally sprinkled the studios with the finest gremlins 
money can buy. (And who need them.) After the bugs are "DTTed" . 
out of the system, it is not without, the realm of all probabilities that 
the station will have the best facilities in the area. 
PICTURES PICTURES, on he wall. Who has the most photogenic 
physiogarny of all? More rolls of film have been exposed to the cata-
lystic action of WITJ-WICR's prime personal. Please don't step on 
the used flashbulbs. 
COFFEE AND SYMPATHY: The staff held a tea (or should be 
say coffee) party at the last meeting. As our social editor (If we had 
one) would put it .. .'' A goodie time was had by all". 
FROM YE OLDE ALMANAC: ·The tingle of bells in the quite 
frosty, snow laden, air has heralded the onslought of another Christ-
mas season. Santa Claus, in the guise of Cordell-Rhysllng, is prepar-
ing an extra special Yuletide gift for all who dial the station in. 
CONGRATULATIONS TO, the radio majors who have turned 
"dramarama". Bigger and better berets, sunglasses, and mustaches. 
AND SPEAKING OF DRAMA: Who done hid der drama shows on 
der station. Looking through the program schedule, when we could 
find one, we found, if we did find it, that there were very few dramatic 
programs on. The mathematical formula seems to be O multiplied by 
the square root of no producers. Who's covering up. (Our tanks (or 
is it thanx) to that crazy mixed up fersluglnah crazy magazine, for 
the above line. ' 
HIGH RE!3ISTANCE: A 5 megohm professor is adding a little 
resistance and capacitance to certain projects at WITJ. · Watch out 
for stray occillations. 
:MANY TIMES as your eyes wander aimlessly through the pages 
of this newspaper, the somewhat unique title and heading of this col-
umn might, perchance, catch your eyes for a moment. If this be one 
of your weaknesses, next time be careful! 
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by Carlos Pommells 
guages, and beside them !lllterate peasants who had only the vaguest 
notion why they'd been plucked out of their fields. The peasants with 
their different dialects were quite a problem since I couldn't understand 
them and they couldn't understand me . Florentines were the only ones 
I understood well since their dialect was closest to the Italian I'd 
Dr. John B. Harcourt learned. So when I had to assign a detail, I'd hunt down someone from 
''Although we took in about four-hundred freshmen, graduating Florence. 
classes seldom exceeded fifty,'' says Dr. Harcourt r.emembering his high \ "The Italians were for the most part very pleasant and caused no 
high school days. "The board of education was always trying to alle- (rouble. Tho only real discipline problem we ever had was with certain 
viate this situation: claimed it was too expensiv_e to pay the teachers ort~t'ficers, those who _were outright fascists, professional soldiers, 
for a class of only fifty. But the old grads, mostly influential men in the hard-core men comparable to storm troopers. \Ve tried to Jet the 
the district, stepped in to defend the old traditions. Apparently they Italian officers handle the men as much as possible, but as soon as they 
always succeeded in pressuring the board }lecause the school's stan- got the men under them, they'd fal! back into their old habits of cn-
dards were never lowered. · forcing discipline. An officer, not liking the way a soldier wore his 
"Difficult? Not really. Thoy required two years of history, two of uniform, would react by cracking the offender accross · the face with 
science, four of math, two o( a modern language, three of Greek, and his riding ~rop. (Alm_ost a natural reflex.) Outside of this group, 
four of Latin." Dr. Harcourt describes Classical High School in his though, their general attitude was just like Hemingway said, a kind 
home town of Providence, Rhode Island as "a gloomy, foreboding place of resigned cynicism about the whole business." 
built in the days of workhouses when the difference between school In the Fall of '44, when the Army began organizing hospital units 
and workhouse was only nominal. The auditorium was a rather grim for placement on the smaller Pacific Islands, Dr. Harcourt was induct-
place hung with musty portraits of frowning scholars. We didn't have ed into the PnmJ19th General Hospital. The group was ~rganized and 
much. of an athletic program. We played basketball and football, but sent to Fort Louis in Seattle, Washington to await debarkation. But 
I don't remember that we ever won a game. l\lost of us spent our time when Japanese resistance on the main islands proved Jess obstinate 
just getting through the place. There wer~ a few drawbacks in the than was anticipated, the smaller islands were simply by-passed, the 
Classical system of education. History, for instance as far as Classical plan to establish hospitals on them abandoned, and somewhere in the 
was concerned, stopped with the fall of Rome; and when I got in col- flurry of red tape, the 19th General Hospital was completely forgotten. 
Iege, I could never remember the order in which the presidents came." "It was like being on vacation," says Dr. Harcourt. Between visits 
There was about this Classical High School, however, an atmosphere to my relatives in Seattle, I spent my time making triple copies of 
especially conducive to the corrugated brow. Each year, four-hundred everything. :\lost of the men worked in Seattle defense plants, and the 
optimistic, smooth-browed freshmen entered u;e school. Gradually, as only time we saw them was when they came in to collect their pay. I 
the curriculum grew more intensive, the smooth-brows began dropping read Stmls Lonnigan and all the other ponderous volumns vou never 
out. Eventually, seventy-five per cent of the hopefuls faded out and find time for. By the time the Pentagon discovered us, m~st of the 
took refuge in one of the other three, less-exacting Providence high veterans were returning from overseas." 
schools. After being discharged in March of '46, Dr. Harcourt attended a 
What the school had to offer was a classical education on a par summer semester at Boston University. He went back to Brown that 
with any of the expensive private boarding schools or prep schools in Fall instructing part time while doing his post-graduate work. He 
the East, and a scholastic standard so high that graduates were auto- received his MA in '47, and stayed on at Brown working for his doctor-
matically exempt from college entrance exams. The faculty, a self- ate. By 1950, he had completed the necessary research for his doctoral 
perpetuating group consisting mainly of old grads determined to main- thesis which consisted, in part, of reading the 1000 volumns of Ameri-
tain the school's rigorous standards, were nearly all M.A.'s with a can poetry published between 1840 and '49. In 1950, he became asso-
smattering of Ph.D's. Few, if any, were not specialists in their fields ciate professor of English at Cornell, and that winter, wrote his doc-
In 1939, Dr. Harcourt graduated from Classical High School and toral thesis. In June of '51, he received his Ph at Brown. Present at 
in the Fall entered Brown University. He had in mind majoring in the same ceremony was another John B. whose name Dr. Harcourt 
either Greek or Latin until he found that there were only three or four remembers seeing on the list but didn't meet until two years later when 
others majoring in those fields. Becoming increasingly fascinated with both he and Dr. John B. :.\1acinnes began teaching at Ithaca College. 
a seminar lit. course, he decided to major in English. Although an Dr. Harcourt taught at Cornell from 1950 through 1953, and in the 
English major, not once during his undergraduate years did he attend Spring of '53 accepted an offer to teach a lit course at Ithaca College. 
a lecture on literature. His lit. courses were all conducted seminar "It was a competely new experience for me," he says. ''For the 
fashion, a form usually restricted to post-graduate courses. In his first time, I came to know the students to whom I lectured. At Cornell, 
sophomore year, he took the pre-honors program, and during his jun- I lectured classes without knowing a single individual. without ever 
ior and senior years, the honors program. seeing my students outside of class, even in the corridors. I began 
Under this program, he attended only two types of classes: those teaching a four hour course at Ithaca, but by the end of the week, found 
in which students read their research papers for class criticism in I was teaching six. It was a different atmosphere, more informal, 
which the professor sat in the back of the room occasionally adding a more congenial to the teaching of the humanities. You sensed a special 
comment or posing a leading question, and seminar classes conducted kind of attitude, a very real interest, a desire to learn rather than 
in much the same way except that the students sat around a table to just getting credits towards a degree. Most of the kids were first gen-
discuss the subject. The number of students per class in the honors eration college students. You could sense in their attitude a desire 
seldom exceeded fifteen. The emphasis was on. research, on letting stu- to make good to justify the expense their parents undertook in financ-
dents discover the facts for themselves rather than listening passively ing thir college education. It wasn't anything like the cocktail-conver-
while a professor waxed verbatim. Term papers expected in this type sation crowd, and the spirit of the whole school was pervaded with 
of program were commonly thirty and forty pages long. this kind of eagerness to know." 
Dr. Harcourt was in his junior year when the Second \Vorld War Finding Ithaca College so congenial to his interests, Dr. Harcourt 
erupted. It was an open question as to which he'd get first, his diploma resigned at Cornell, and in the Fall of '53, he joined the Ithaca College 
or a draft notice. The university, however, reduced the margin of English department. ''It was tremendously exciting to me," he recalls. 
doubt by accelerating the pace of the class. The first term of his sen- "Everywhere I'd been 'before, the liberal arts department was a set 
ior year was begun in the summer and graduation slated for February and established thing. But here, we were just bginning to expand and 
The campus became flooded with uniforms; the ranks of students thin- to develop-and still are for that matter. I wanted to take part in 
ned proportionately. As test date approached in February, Dr. Har- the development. The situation seemed ideal: an informal atmosphere 
court's class was the only regular class remaining. The final test for congenial to the study of the classics, and the facilities of a university 
an honor student is comparable to that of a doctoral candidate in that readily available. I 'hadn't made up my mind completely when I began, 
the student is submitted to an oral exam in which he is held respon- but after the first year, I was sure I had just what I wanted, so I 
sible for all that he has learned during his four years of college. Stu- bought a house and took root.'' 
dents were tested individually in tests taking from four to six hours 
That February, 19·i3, Dr. Harcourt graduated with the highest honor's 
degree, summa cum laude. 
Tw.o months later, he was drafted into the Armr. After basic 
training, he was sent to Yale University under the auspices of the 
A S T P program. There, he studied Italian for one year, and the fol-
lowing Spring, he was sent to Pine Camp near Watertown, N. Y. where 
the Italian "non-aggressives" were concentrated. 
Of this period, Harcourt says: "It was quite interesting. I lectured 
on odd subjects in Italian, such things as how to pitch a puptent. All 
very logical of 'course, considering I'd hardly seen a pup tent and most 
of my students were veterans of the Greek and Ethiopian wars and had 
spent practically their entire adult lives in the field. Attempting to 
teach English was a rather trying job since in the same class I had 
former university students some of whom spoke three or four Ian-
MISS Homemade Cooking-Pies and Cakes 
That Makes the Tummy Feel Good? 
Well Run-Not Waiki- to 
JEAN1S LUNCHONETTE 
Don't Just Sit There, Wish and Brood 
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WITJ LEADS THE WAY 
,1·s coMfORTASLE! 
,1·s fUN! 
ANDWHA!_ 
\ - ~_::~ .~.:.-----
You'll have more fun when the 
gang's with you ... on the train! 
No worry about traffic delays. 
You can stretch your legs ... 
visit with friends ... really relax 
while you speed along your way! 
And here's the way to srrerch 
your allowance! Team up with 
two or more friends bound for 
your home town. Travel together 
porh ways. On trips of 100 
miles or more, you'll each save 
25% on round-trip coach tickets 
using GROUP ECONOMY 
FARES!* 
Or berter still ... COACH 
PARTY FARES! Round up 2S 
or more to travel long-distance 
together on the same homeward 
train. Then return singly or to-
gether and you each save 28% of 
the regular round-trip fare. 
*Exap1 /or Inca/ lr.:i,/ htlfl'ttn N,w York~ 
Wa;hint,ton ;;nd poir.11,dJI a/ L.mct:Jllr, Pa. 
Soo your lravol or llckot agonl NOWI 
Ask about lhe10 big monoy-saving plans, 
EASTERN 
RAILROADS 
Newman Club 
The Newman Club of Ithaca Col-
lege announces a communion 
breakfast December . 9, after the 
ten o'clock mass. 
A 
COMPLETE 
MUSICAL SERVICE 
The Alumni 
Athletic Equipment Co. 
WITJ 
Leads 
The 
Way! 
HICKEY1S MUSIC STORE 
330 E. State St.: Ithaca, N. Y. Phone 4-1101 
STATE THEATER BLDG. 
Is the Students' Store 
for 
ATHLETIC AND RECREATION EQUIPMENT 
Operated by I.C. Alumni 
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IC Students In Who's Who In American Universties and Colleges 
Sandra L. Aronson 
Music Education 
- ·----...... _ 
Betty Lou Cone 
Music Education 
David W. Sass 
Physical Education 
Bombers Set 
For Army 5 
Winning their opener against 
\Vilkes, the Ithaca College varsity 
cagers will play Army at West 
Point \Vednesday afternoon. The 
Bombers will be at Utica College 
Dec. 11, and play St. Lawrence 
here the 13th. 
Coach Carlton Wood plans to 
start the same quintet against 
Army that he used in the 91-82 
, victory over Wilkes. Dick Slom-
kowski, one of two sophomores 
in the lineup, led the Ithacans with 
25 markers as Coach Wood tried 
out all 12 members of his squad. 
The first-string lineup has three 
senior lettermen. The fourth sen-
ior, Maynard (Mike) Blask of 
Middleville, is a reserve. Eight 
Among the sophomore reserves is 
sophomores round out the squad. 
Alex Secor of Cornwall, tallest 
man on the squad at 6 feet 7¼ 
inches. 
Joesph J. Bannon 
Physical Education 
Roddie Ellen Dobris 
Speech 
Gladys E. Wasser 
Rc;idio TV 
College to Off er 
Course in Indies 
Ithaca College will offer a six-
week summer study program In 
the West Indies in 1957 through a 
course titled, ''The Culture of 
Puerto Rico and the Virgin Is-
lands." The program, with Dean 
Earl E. Clarke in charge, will be 
held with the cooperation of the 
Robert S. Becker 
Business 
Thomas B. Keane 
Business 
CAMERA SHY 
John Finster 
Physical Education 
William J. Graney 
Physical Education 
Mary Jane Tyler 
Physiotherapy 
Dorothy C. VanZoeren 
Music Education-
Douglas K. Walrath 
Radio TV 
Ann H. Wheeler 
Music Education 
Inter-American University of 
Puerto Rico at San German, which 
will be the headquarters of the 
students. 
The course is aimed especially 
for teachers and workers in edu-
cational, social, and recreational 
fields. The group will fly from 
New York June 30, and return 
Aug. 10. 
Visit Our 
Ithaca College Department 
Modern Library-Paperbacks-School Supplies 
IC Stationery-Pennants-Animals 
CORNER BOOK STORE 
EARLE W. DE MOTIE, Pres. 
109 N. Tioga St. Ithaca 9326 
Fred F. Bleiler 
Physical Education 
Carl R. Pirko 
Business 
Carolyn S. Cholewa 
Music Education 
Patrick J. Saggese 
Liberal Arts 
Printed above are the names and pictures of eighteen Ithaca 
College Seniors who have been chosen to represent Ithaca College 
in Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and 
Colleges. This publication is not that of A. N. Marquis & Company 
or the publication known as Who's Who In America. 
BUSY BEE 
Restaurant 
Famous For Good Food 
Next to Greyhound Bus terminal 
on S. Aurora St. 
Does That Gal .Rate A Special Date 
.Come to The CLINTON HOUSE 
... to Naviga\-e 
Smorgasbord-Sat.-5:30 P.M. - 8:30 P. M. 
Thursday, December 6, 1956 
Hoopsters Records 
As Of Opener 
As of Beginning 1956-57 Season the strongest team the Bombers 
Complied by Harold Jansen, will face this year. 
Director of Publicity Coach Broadwell will be ex-
Individual Scoring pecting Dave Whitlock, 157, and 
Highest single game total- John Bob l\Iarella, Hwt, to score heavily 
P. Smith now coaching at for the team Saturday and 
Saugerties High School, 40 points throughout the season, but with 
against Lock Haven at Ithaca, the hope that l\Iarelfo.'s injured 
Feb. 24, 1950, when Ithaca won knee will not hamper his moves. 
78-63. Both boys are lettermen trom 
Highest freshman game total- last year. 
Louis Molisani, 32 points (14 field Ed Sullivan, 123, and Sam Zuc-
baskets and four fouls) against carelll, 137, figure to be solid 
Utica at Ithaca, Dec. 8, 1954, when performers this year. Sullivan is 
Ithaca won 102-62. the only 123 pounder while Sam 
Highest season total-Alden will have competition from Tony 
Chadwick now fresman basketball Borriello. 
coach at Clarkson Tech., 478 At the 130 pounds, there will be 
points, 1954-55:20 games. John Hughes and i\Iartin Grant. 
Highest freshman season total Brian Wade and Pete Sands will 
-Charles Bailey, 269 points in be battling for a berth in the 147 
19 games, 1955-56. · division, and 'Whitlock is the Ione 
Highest varsity career total 157. Ross Violl, Rit Santaguida, 
(three seasons), Alden Chadwick, Sam Norman, and Ray McFarlane 
1,109 ~ints, 1953-56. will be wrestling off in the 167 
Highest four season total-Alden pound class. Dan Sovik and Jim 
Chadwick, 1,394 points, 1952-66. Kingsland will be at 177, and Bob 
Most field goals in a single Marella is being pushed by John 
game-John P. Smith, 15, Lock Larsen. 
Haven at Ithaca, Feb. 24, 1950. 
THE ITHACAN 
IC Amazons in Playday 
On Saturday, November 17, 1956, 
Ithaca College girls participated in 
a playday at Cazenovia Junior Col-
lege. 
Kleihun, Maryan Crowley, Carol 
Starkman, Ruth Eastbury, Janet 
Dauchey, Donna Colquhoun, Bar-
bara Weber, Eue Tasca and :\1arie 
Camessis. 
To start the afternoon off Ithaca Christmas Program 
College played Cortland State for Scheduled 
their first game of field hockey. 
At the half of the game the score Tentative plans have been made 
was tied 1-1. During the second by the Department of Special 
half of the game both sides added Events to cover a proposed Christ-
one more goal to their score still mas program being presented by 
keeping it tied. At the last few the Advanced Interpretation Class, 
seconds the winning goal which under the direction of :\lr. Gunning, 
gave them a 3-2 victory was scored Radio directors will be Cordell-
by Cortland. Rhysling. This program will be 
Ann Southerland and Maryann aired December 17 at !l: 00 P.:\f. over 
Crowley wer the two scorers for ,vITJ-WICR. The broadcast will 
Ithaca College during the game. originate from the radio station, 
Ithaca College's second game and the public is cordially invited. 
was played against Cazenovia. The The doors will close at 8: 30. 
game remained 0-0 until Cazenovia 
made its two goals in the second 
half for the victory. 
Tennis was also played at the 
playday Ithaca College lost its 
games to Cazenovia. 
The following girls represented 
Ithaca College: 
Sheila Coyle, Ann Southerland, 
Sandy Weber, Pat Delaney, Joan 
Bush, Dot Reynolds, Diane Quin-
lin, Judy Gurney, Sandy Gold, Ellie 
Cornering the Beast 
(Continued from page 4) 
Fraternity, Phi Kappa Sigma. 
However they, allegedly ran out 
of money in the treasury, trying 
to feed this three foot monster. 
The climax of the interview 
came, when Hi Jinks smelled the 
steak In my pocket, decided he was 
hungry, yawned a bit, stretched, 
started to get up and ... 
Page 7 
WITJ-WICR Studios and 
Equipment ,ewired 
The Ithaca College Department 
of Radio and Television has been 
undergoing a rewiring and painting 
job. Ed Gimzek, Armand Robert, 
and Ev Slosman formed the tech-
nical crew for repairing equip-
ment and weilding a paint brush. 
lllr. Colle and :\Ir. Enrle, of the 
department, were instrumental in 
procuring the necessary equipment 
and paints to complete the project. 
Preparations are being made for 
a series of Christmas programs 
to be aired over Ithaca's Twin 
Stations, WITJ and WICR. Most 
notable of these proposed shows 
is Noel, the second in a special 
~:hristmas annual series.produced 
by Cordell-Rhysling. 
The sports department broad-
casts two opening basketball sea-
son games, Friday and Saturday 
night. Norman ,varner and Donald 
Splitberger broadca!'t the play by 
play accounts of the Ithaca High 
School-Elmira Free Academy and 
the Ithaca College-Wilkes Basket-
ball games. The next broadcast is 
the December 13th game between 
Ithaca College and St. Lawrence. 
Tentative plans have also been 
made to do some of the Ithaca 
Most free throws in a single 
game-Alden Chadwick 22 out of 
27, Army at West Point, Dec. 11. 
1954. 
WIT J-WI.CR Program Log At that point I left through door. 
(Editors Note: Literally!) 
the College Varsity Wrestling matches, 
later in the season. Complete and 
FM 91.7 AM 600 (Continued on page 8) 
Most points in an out-of-town 
game-Alden Chadwick, 34 points 
at Army, Dec. 11, 1954, and also at 
St. Francis Jan. 29, 1955. 
Most freshman points In an out-
of-town game-Donald Hurley 31 
points at Sampson Air Force Base, 
MONDAY 
7: 00 Manhattan 11elodies (ET) 
7:15 Women's News 
7:30 World and Local News 
7:45 
8:00 
8:30 
9:00 
Sports News 
Music and l\liscellaneous 
Taylored for You 
M~slc You Want Feb. 8, 1966. 
Highest single game total- 10: 00 Musical Rendezvous (Pt.I) 11:00 News and Sports Ithaca 106, Mansfield 71, at Ithaca 
Feb. 24, 1954; Ithaca 106, Mans-
field 94 at Ithaca March 2, 1955. 
Highest out-of-town single 
game total-Ithaca 92, Clarkson 
84, on Jon. 13, 1956. 
11:15 Musical Rendezvous (Pt.II) 
12:00 News and Sports Final 
12: 15 Sign Off 
TUESDAY 
7: 00 Billy May-Stan Kenton 
(alternating) (ET) 
7:15 Music 
Highest freshman :Ingle game 
Utica, Feb. 27, 1954. 
Highest freshman single game 7:30 World and Local News 
7:45 Sports News total on home court-Ithaca 105, 
MJl.nsfleld 72, on Feb. 24, 1954. 
Highest season total-1,723 
points (1964-55) (22 games). 
Highest point-per-game average 
during· a season 78.6 in 1955-56. 
Highest percentage of games 
won-1932-33, 14 out of 16 (Coach 
Isadore Yavlts. 
Most games won in a single sea-
son-16 9ut of 19 In 1941-42 
(Coach Isadore Yavlts); 16 out of 
21, 1948-49 (Coach Ben Light). 
Most foul points made in a sing-
le game-49 (out of 60) at Army, 
Dec. 11, 1954. 
8: 00 Music and Miscellaneous 
8: 30 Bandstand Serenade 
9: 00 Dateline Ithacan 
9:05 :'.\luslc You Want 
10: 00 Musical Rendezvous (Pt.I) 
11:00 News and Sports 
11: 15 Music Rendezvous (Pt.II) 
12:00 News and Sports Final 
12: 15 Sign OU 
WEDNESDAY 
7: 00 Adventure Trails 
7:15 Women's News 
7:30 World and Local News 
7:45 Sports News 
8: 00 London Forum 
8: 30 Mostly Jazz 
9: 00 :\lusic You Want 
10: 00 Musical Rendezvous (Pt. I) 
11:00 News and Sports 
11: 15 Musical Rendezvous (Pt.II) 
12: 00 News and Sports Final 
12: 15 Sig!\ Off 
THURSDAY 
7: 00 Guest Star (ET) 
7: 15 Sports Corner 
7:30 World and Local News 
7:45 
8:00 
8:30 
9:00 
Sports News 
Reflections 
Cliffs Dwelling 
Music You Want 
10: 00 Musical Redezvous (Pt. I) 
11:00 News and Sports 
11: 15 Musical Rendezvous (Pt.II) 
12:00 News and Sports Final 
12: 15 Sign Off 
FRIDAY 
7:00 Join the Navy (ET) 
7:15 Women's News 
7:30 World and Local News 
7:45 Sports News 
8:00 Music 
8: 30 Strictly Instrumental 
9:00 Music You Want 
10: 00 Musical Rendezvous (Pt. I) 
11:00 
11:15 
12:00 
12:15 
News and Sports 
Musical Rendezvous (Pt.II) 
News and Sports Final 
Sign Off 
A B C D E 
PERSONALIZED GLASSWARE 
A-12 oz. Hiball .... Set of 8 $5.98 
B-12 oz. Pilsener, Set of 8 $11.98 
D-Cocktail Shaker ................ 4.50 
E-10 oz. Hiball .... ,et of 8 $4.98 
C-Martini Mixer ................ $6.50 
111 S. Aurora St. Next to Zinck's 
IC Kids, let's go and get some eats at the OLYMPIA 
You Can Play the Juke--
-Music Will Make You Rock 
Ifs the 
OLYMPIA 
Just Down the Block 
Longest single season winning 
streak-nine games 1932-33 and 
1939-40 (Coach Isadore Yavlts). 
TRAVELERS HOTEL 
Home of the Orig,nal Friday II Matinee:' For The Brand You Know 
The Place To Go 
Under the coaching of Herb 
Broadwell, the I. C. varsity wrest-
lers are In their final sessions of 
Practice for their opening match 
of the season this Saturday night 
With Syracuse in the Seneca Gym. 
Rooms -T.V. 
Private 
The match will be preceded by a 
freshmen match. Syracuse wilI be 
121 S. Aurora St. 
WHICH IS THE OLDEST JEWELRY 
STORE IN TOWN? 
Been Here Since the l SOO's? 
Got Lookl See for Yourself 
, 
Be Impressed with the Merchandise's Wondrous 
HEGGIES JEWELRY 
136 E. STATE 
.., 
Dancing-Free Parking 
Parties & Banquets 
Joe Capalongo, Prop. 
MORRIS1 Mens Store 
"60 Seconds From State" 
ITHACA'S RECREATION CENTER 
IT'S 
IDE'S DROME 
Roller Skating 
Wed., Fri. and Sat. Nites 
8-11 
Bus from terminal & back 
IDE'S BOWLING LANES 
New York State's 
Most Modern 
Lounge-Restaurant 
and 16 Automatic Pin Spoters 
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Jumpin1 With Jim WITJ-WICR 
(Continued from page 7) 
with ,Tim Captain 
BRUBECK AT BAILEY 
On November 9th this reporter, 
along with a few thousand fans 
comprehensive coverage of the 1956 
Olympic Games at Melbourne, Aus-
tralia is featured every night at 
7 :45. 
of Dave Burbeck, made it up to Tentative plans have been made 
Bailey Hall. by the Department of Special 
Expecting to hear a sound which Events to cover a proposed Christ-
is familiar to most followers of the mas program being presented by 
the Advanced Interpretation Class, Burbeck Quartet, I was very sur-
under the direction of Mr. Gun-prised. Joe Morello, formerly with 
the Marion l\lcPartland three, on 
drums in place of Joe Dodge, made 
the difference. It is my humble 
ning. Radio directors will be Cor-
dell-Rhysling. This program will 
be aired December 17 at 9 :000 
p.m. over ·w1TJ-WICR. The 
broadcast will originate from the 
radio station, and the public is 
cordially invited. The doors will 
close at 8: 30. 
Attention 
Chris.tmas 
Ball 
Dec. 15, 1956 
At 
V.F.W. 
Dancing 10 - 1 
Late Permissions 
$2.50 per couple 
C.O.D. Orders Accepted 
SPEC/Al STOCK/NC OFFER I 
• 
Here's a rare opportunity to get a real long-lasting supply of fine 
nylon hosiery for far less than you ever imagined! A regular Sl.25 
value for only $1.0Q-plus a spare. When you buy this package of 
two pairs and two spares, you are actually getting, three pairs of fine 
nylon hose. Take advantage of this offer NOW. Clip and mail the 
coupon below for fast delivery. 
opinion that :\Iorello's "swinging'' 
beat is just what the doctor order-
ed to add that little touch of color 
and rhythm which I felt was need-
ed to put life (or more of it) int9 
this particular foursome. 
Dave's performance was good, 
but his solos were rather infre-
quent The same was true in Paul 
Desmond's case. As for Norman 
Bates (Bass) watch your favorite 
Jaz Polls, I thing he'll be on top 
in the not too far future. Last, but 
far from least Joe Morello, who 
was a bit loud at times( probably 
due to poor "mike" set up); lend-
ing the solid rhythm with his 
fabulous drumming. 
. T 
DENISE HOSIERY .:. BOX 227, READING, PA. • 
All in all, with the plesant, 
quietly moving piano of Brubeck 
combined with Paul's flowing Alto, 
Norm Bates' (Bob's brother) 
"walking" bass, and the creative 
technician Morello on drums, the 
audience, which was an apprecia-
tive one, spent a pleasant and re-
freshing two hours listening to 
one of the finest Jazz groups ever 
united under one roof. 
TAPS for TOMMY 
The world of music was shock-
ed November 26th with the un-
timely death of one of the finest 
trombonists ever to· put his lips to 
a mouth piece. Tommy Dorsey 
"the sentimental Gentleman of 
Swing". He was born in Shenan-
doah, Penn. in 1905, and began 
studying music at an ealy age. 
Tomy's first break came when he 
and (his brother) Jimmy began 
playing with the bands of Gene 
Nichols. They :formed a band of 
their own in 1931. It took 4 years 
of one-niters and hard work to 
gain the band a name, but since 
that time the name Tommy Dorsey 
· has been synonymous with trom-
bone. "Here's hoping you and 
Gabriel have some swinging ses-
sion, Tommy". 
DIG THIS . . . if you want to 
hear an exceptional Blues organ-
ist with a big sound and a bounce. 
"HI FI HA1I:\IOND"-.Tack-
ie Davis-12 "LP Capitol T686 ... 
one of the last record~d sessions 
on which Jay and Kai appeared 
together as a group ( it may be 
the last) listen to "Lover Come 
Back". 
"BRUBECK an-d JAY and KAI at 
NEWPORT"-12 "LP Columbia CL 
932 . . . the first pianist to bridge 
the gap between Classics and the 
"Cool" successfully, and emerge 
a creative composer, ingenious ar-
ranger, and a jazz pianist of the 
first rank. 
"FRIEDRICH GULDA AT BIRD-
LAND''-RCA LP:\1 1355 the en-
tire album gets a blue ribbon in 
my book. 
AROUND THE QUAD ... there 
is a rumor we may get a second 
and even better "OPERATION 
RHYTHM"-with possibly a "Bat-
tle of Bands" ... let you know. 
See. you around the Quad . , . JC. 
PATTERSON1S MOBILGAS 
WASHING - GREASING 
Corner Buffalo & Aurora Streets 
Plea,c send _me two pairs and two spares of Deni~ Hosiery. 
For this I am enclos,ng $2.00. 
Nome-------------
Address-------------
City _______ ___,t,ote----
Size Length 
Business Sheer D 
Dress Sheer 0 
D Beige O Toupe 
DENISE HOSIERY .:. BOX 227,. READING, PA. 
Question: What's funny, honey? Answer: 
"- \ I/ 
-~:: 
....... , 
IF YOU'RE A SMOKER who's never tried a 
smoke ring, get in there and start puffing. 
While you're at it, remember: Lucky smoke 
rings come from fine tobacco. This makes no 
difference to the smoke ring, but it does to 
you. You see, fine tobacco means good,taste, 
and Luckies' fine, naturally good-tasting 
tobacco is TOASTED to taste even better. 
So make your next cigarette a Lucky, and 
call your first smoke ring a Proud Cloud. 
STUCK FOR DOUGH? 
START STICKLING! 
MAKE s2s. 
We'll pny $25 for every Sti~klt>r we print-and for hundreds 
more that never get used! So start Stickling-they're so easy 
you can think of dozens in seconds! Sticklers are simple riddles 
with two-word rhyming answers. Both words must have the 
same number of syllables. (Don't do drawings.) Send 'em all 
with your name, address, college and class to Happy-Joe-
Lucky, Box: 67A, Mount Vernon, N. Y. 
11IT'S 
TOASTED'' 
to taste 
better! 
CIGARETTES 
Luckies Taste Better 
CLEANER, FRESHER, SMOOTHER I 
OKED SIIERlff' 
WHAT IS A CRO 
.:nl Marshal Par, ... 
1ED Ltvl!ll:, 
RU1GERS u111vERSITI 
WHAT IS A HORSE BA.NQuer, 
@A.T,Co. PRODUCT OF ~~c7'~ AMBRICA'B LEADING MANUFACTtJRER 011' CIGARETTE& 
/ 
